Nakladatelství Macmillan Education srdečně zve učitele angličtiny
na středních školách na metodický seminář

How to help teens with their speaking
for exams and beyond
They can use what they can remember...
Termín:

18. června 2019 od 13:30 hod.

Místo:

Gymnázium Jihlava, Jana Masaryka 1, 586 01 Jihlava

Lektor:

PaeDr. Eva Balážová

Program:

13:30 – 14:30 – How to help teens with their speaking - for exams and beyond
14:30 – 15:00 – přestávka
15:00 – 16:00 – They can use what they can remember...

How to help teens with their speaking - for exams and beyond
Speaking, like any other life skill, needs time and practice to develop. However, as well know it, practice
does not always make perfect. Our teenage students may be quite willing to speak, but they will not
always be precise and accurate enough to do well in an exam. As current research shows, in order to
develop and refine a skill, it is not enough to repeat the same tasks over and over again mindlessly (as is
often the case with oral exam tasks). When engaged in a speaking task, students need our feedback, but
they also need to be able to monitor themselves and reflect on what they are doing. As always, the
question is how. That’s just what I intend to deal with in this session. I’ll argue that we need a clear,
well-structured, step-by-step approach, which cares both about micro- and macro-speaking skills, and
which develops accuracy and fluency at the same time.

They can use what they can remember...
The title of the session shows its central hypotheses.
The students´ performance at speaking maturita exam as well as their score of use of English part of
maturita test are considered to be a mirror picture of their grammar knowledge and vocabulary. How to
facilitate their success? Today, as my experience shows, teachers cannot rely on students´ home study a
lot. Actually, we can only influence their learning during the lessons. Therefore a choice of classroom
tasks becomes a key to success. I will introduce a set of activities for developing vocabulary and for
practising grammar that are ready-to-use in your classes. They will demonstrate how we can challenge
students´ memory and so lead them to better performace.

Poznámka:
Účastníci dostanou propagační materiál nakladatelství Macmillan Education přímo použitelný v hodinách
anglického jazyka a vzorky učebnic podle zájmu. Náklady na cestovné hradí vysílající organizace, resp.
účastník.
Přihlaste se nejpozději do 16. června 2019 na

www.macmillan.cz/seminare

